SCHOLARSHIP ON PEDAGOGY, PRACTICE, AND RESEARCH: PREPARING HIGHLY SKILLED EDUCATIONAL PRACTITIONERS WHO LEAD THE FIELD OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Websites:

Renee Moore  
http://www.goingpublicwithteaching.org/rmoore/

Yvonne Hutchinson  
http://gallery.carnegiefoundation.org/collections/castl_k12/yhutchinson/index.html  
Diane Waff  
http://gallery.carnegiefoundation.org/collections/castl_k12/dwaff/index.html  
some articles too  

Joan Coan  
http://gallery.carnegiefoundation.org/collections/castl_k12/jcone/index.html  
constructing urban students as achievers she has some articles too.  


http://www.tolerance.org/

http://www.learner.org/

Print Resources:


Black Education Resources
Compiled by Dr. Stephanie Carter


Black Education Resources
Compiled by Dr. Stephanie Carter


Black Education Resources
Compiled by Dr. Stephanie Carter


SCHOLARSHIP ON SELF REFLECTION AND CARING: PREPARING CULTURALLY REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS


**PREPARING PRACTITIONERS WHO EMBRACE DIVERSITY: UNDERSTANDING BLACK CULTURE AND BLACK IDENTITY**


Black Education Resources
Compiled by Dr. Stephanie Carter


